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Abstract: The plan is to establish an integrated system that can manage high-quality visual information and also detect weapons 
quickly and efficiently. It is obtained by integrating ARM-based computer vision and optimization algorithms with deep neural 
networks able to detect the presence of a threat. The whole system is connected to a Raspberry Pi module, which will capture live 
broadcasting and evaluate it using a deep convolutional neural network. Due to the intimate interaction between object 
identification and video and image analysis in real-time objects, By generating sophisticated ensembles that incorporate various 
low-level picture features with high-level information from object detection and scenario classifiers, their performance can 
quickly plateau. Deep learning models, which can learn semantic, high-level, deeper features, have been developed to overcome 
the issues that are present in optimization algorithms. It presents a review of deep learning based object detection frameworks 
that use Convolutional Neural Network layers for better understanding of object detection. The Mobile-Net SSD model behaves 
differently in network design, training methods, and optimization functions, among other things. The crime rate in suspicious 
areas has been reduced as a consequence of weapon detection. However, security is always a major concern in human life. The 
Raspberry Pi module, or computer vision, has been extensively used in the detection and monitoring of weapons. Due to the 
growing rate of human safety protection, privacy and the integration of live broadcasting systems which can detect and analyse 
images, suspicious areas are becoming indispensable in intelligence. This process uses a Mobile-Net SSD algorithm to achieve 
automatic weapons and object detection. 
Keywords: Computer Vision, Weapon and Object Detection, Raspberry Pi Camera, RTSP, SMTP, Mobile-Net SSD, CNN, 
Artificial Intelligence. 

I. INTRODUCTION 
Weapon is the recognition of irregular, unexpected, unpredictable, or unusual events or objects that are not deemed to be an usually 
occurring event or a regular item in a pattern or items contained in a data-set, and hence different from current patterns. A pattern 
that is different from a set of typical designs is referred to as an anomaly. As a result, anomalies are dependent on the phenomenon 
of interest(phenomenon gives the multi-band and beta-band value due to the poor signal to noise ratio). Object detection recognises 
instances of several types of objects using feature extraction and learning techniques or models. The proposed implementation 
focuses on detecting and classifying weapons accurately.  Also concerned about precision, as a false warning could result in 
negative consequences. To build an appropriate interchange between accuracy and rate, you'll need to choose the right address. The 
methodology for detecting weapons and objects based on the Mobile-Net SSD model. Before detecting the item, frames are 
collected from the input video streaming, a frame differencing technique is applied, and a bounding box is created. Raspberry Pi 
camera mounted at one place will capture all frames one by one and detect the objects into live footage and transmit data to the user 
using the Real-Time Streaming protocol (RTSP Server). RTSP server converts live video streaming server side to client side.  After 
the detected frame it produces the bounding box with accuracy of each object in the scene.  The G-Streamer framework can be used 
to play the live streaming video. To detect objects, the Raspberry Pi camera employs a pre-programmed deep learning model. When 
criminal acts are taking place in the area, this will record photographs and videos. 

 
Figure 1. Weapon and Object Detection Block Diagram 
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II. DESCRIPTION OF BLOCK DIAGRAM 

In this process (See figure 1), interpret an ARM processor-based raspberry pi board and a raspberry pi camera as an input image in 
this process, which is taken in real-time video streaming and detected by objects in the scene. If a person is holding a weapon, the 
camera will capture a photo and email it to the users who have registered. Users can respond quickly to apprehend the suspect 
before an accident occurs. The entire process is based on live broadcasting and datasets that have been trained to restore the model 
that was saved and send the picture to the restored model in order to get object detection for the number of images in the scene. 
Now, the Mobile-Net SSD model will yield the number of objects detected and their positions, also known as the region of interest. 
The Raspbian OS application will keep track of all communication paths throughout the system and send the appropriate commands 
to each interface. 

III. PROBLEM DEFINITION 
The main goal is to see if the person is carrying a weapon or not. If the person was brandishing a weapon, the Simple Mail Transfer 
Protocol sends an alert email message to the system or machine's operator. After that, the user can react by informing the cops, who 
will then proceed to apprehend the suspects before any accidents occur. In this process, we provide live video streaming via the 
RTSP communication protocol, as well as video recording and image capture for this operation. 

IV. PROPOSED SYSTEM 

In order to achieve basic functionalities like live broadcasting, image capturing and video recording. The Raspberry Pi module is 
used to achieve all the above basic functionalities. The RTSP communication protocol is used for live broadcasting. The Mobile-Net 
SSD model is used for weapon and object detection in a deep convolutional neural network. 

V. FLOW CHART OF DETECTION TRACKING 

 
Figure 2. Flow of Weapon and Object Detection 

 
Figure 2 illustrates that when the system starts, the camera will capture an image or video, then do feature extraction from the 
object, then apply the mobile-net SSD model to compress the image resolution to accelerate the image from cloud storage database 
or predefined data-set, and finally, if this step is completed, our model will check whether the person was holding a weasel. Users 
can react to alert the cops, and cops will respond to apprehend the suspects before any accidents occur. 
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VI. IMPLEMENTATION 
A. Resource Components used for Implementation 
1) OpenCV 4.5.3- The library is cross-platform and free to use under the open-source BSD license. 
2) Python 3.9- High level programming language used for various image processing applications. 
3) Cloud datasets or self created images- Dataset consisting of common objects with respective labels. 
4) Tensorflow 2.5.0, pillow, H5py, Matplotlib and Scipy. 
5) NVIDIA GeForce 820M GPU-GeForce is a brand of graphics processing units designed by NVIDIA. 
 
B. Datasets Specification 
1) Step-1: Video Specification 
a) Operating system: Raspberry pi OS, FreeBSD. 
b) System on a chip: Pi 3B+, Broadcom BCM2837 64 bit CPU (Quad Core 1.2GHz), 1GB RAM. 
c) BCM43438 wireless LAN and Bluetooth Low Energy on board. 
d) CSI camera port for connecting a raspberry pi camera, full size HDMI port and 100 Base Ethernet. 
e) Clock Speed - 2.5GHz to 5GHz. 
f) Input Frame per seconds - 0.17 to 0.23 sec/frame 
g) Output Frame per seconds - 0.59 sec/frame 
h) Video format - .Mp4 
i) Video size - 5MB 
j) COCO and self-created images or real time images. 
2) Step-2: Image Specification 
a) System on a chip: Pi 3B+, Broadcom BCM2837 64 bit CPU (Quad Core 1.2GHz), 1GB RAM. 
b) CSI camera port for connecting a raspberry pi camera and trained datasets. 
c) Clock speed - 2.5GHz to 5GHz. 
d) GPU-NVIDIA GeForce 820M. 
e) Input image size- 300 to 400 KB. 
f) Training time - ~0.6 sec(Mobile-Net SSD). 
g) Image format- .jpg or .png. 

C. Assumptions and Constraints made for Implementation 
1) The weapon is in the scene of the camera and fully or partially exposed to the camera. 
2) There is no background light to detect the ammunition. 
3) GPUs with high end computation power were used to remove lag in the ammunition detection. 
4) This is not a completely automated system. Every weapon detection warning will be verified by a user in the scene. 
 
D. Convolution Neural Network (CNN) 
A Convolution Neural Network is a type of artificial neural network used in image recognition and it detect the image with in the 
live video and divide the frames to the image into cells with assigning anchor box, Anchor Box means set of predefined boundary 
box of a certain calculation of height and width. See figure 3. illustrates the three layers configuration of CNN that is input layer, 
hidden layer and output layer. To generate region proposals it uses a selective search method. Anchor or region boxes are ranked by 
CNN network. CNN’s are strong in image processing and video recognition that use Deep Learning to perform both generative and 
descriptive tasks, often using computer vision that include image and video recognition along with recommended system and natural 
language processing like python, java etc. 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 3. Architecture of a CNN 
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VII. MOBILE-NET SSD MODEL AS A METHODOLOGY 

 
Figure 4. Architecture of a Mobile-Net SSD VGG-16 Model 

 
Mobile-Net is a light-weight deep neural network.  The SSD technique is based on a sustain of neural network that makes for a 
fixed-size cluster of leap boxes and scores for the existence of object category instances in leap boxes. Above figure 4. Illustrates 
the Single Shot Multibox Detector takes one single shot to detect multiple objects within the images.  SSD is designed to be an 
individual of the base network.  In object detection, we classify an image and recognize where an object occupies an image. For this 
we have to obtain the bounding box, frame detection is considered a regression problem. SSD defines a scale value for each feature 
map layer. Starting from the left, Conv4_3 detects objects at the smallest scale 0.2 (or 0.1 sometimes), and then increases linearly to 
the rightmost layer at a scale of 0.9. Combining the scale value with the target aspect ratios, we compute the width and the height of 
the default boxes. For layers making 6 predictions, SSD starts with 5 target aspect ratios: 1, 2, 3, 1/2, and 1/3.  
The proposed methodology uses Mobile-Net SSD algorithm with caffe for detecting various real time objects. 
It has two composed parts: 
1) Extract feature maps. 
2) Apply convolutional filters to detect objects. 

 
Figure 5. Object Detection Frame 

 
Above figure 5. Illustrates whenever the camera captures the image or video, its exact feature map is divided into cells with anchor 
boxes, after that apply convolutional filters to detect objects, each anchor box predicts offsets, additional fields and class 
probabilities. 

A. SSD has two Loss Functions 
1) Localization Loss: It calculates how far aside the network’s forecast bounding boxes are from the floor variety. 
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2) Confidence Loss: It calculates how confident the network is of the targeting of the computed bounding boxes. 

 
The final loss function is computed as: 

 
Where N is the number of positive matches and α is the weight for the localization loss. 
 
B. Training of Mobile-Net SSD Model 
Below figure 6. It illustrates the manually labelled images in.CSV file format. Datasets were collected from Google Images and 
normally captured images with a camera in different situations. The images consist of a person holding a weapon or not holding a 
weapon in different conditions, and it detects some common objects like weapons, knives, cars, motorcycles, aeroplanes, chairs, 
people, pens, etc. The trained data is 80% and for testing we have used only 20% of the data. datasets were sourced from kaggle 
images and manually captured images and video. The total number of images is 500, collected under various situations. The training 
set consists of 400 images and the validation set consists of 100 images. The total size of the datasets is 250 MB. 

 
Figure 6. Manually Labelled Images in .CSV file 

C. Pseudo code of Mobile-Net SSD Model 
The SSD algorithm is a faster option, training occurs in more phases. Network is too slow at inference time and cannot provide 
accurate real time detection due to time spent on region proposals. 
 
1) Initialize the Parameters 
Def -> user can register with their email for sending threats whenever the weapon is detected. 
confThreshold -> 0.5 
maskThreshold -> 0.3 
 
2) Load the Models 
Weightspath->net=cv2.dnn.readNetFromCaffe(args.prototxt, args.weights) 
configpath->confidence = detections[0, 0, i, 2] 
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3) Initialize the Video Stream 
vs->cv2.videocapture(.../real_time_source.mp4) 
 
4) Process Each Frame 
grabbed,frame-> vs.read() 
blob->cv2.dnn.blobFromImage(frame) 
net.setInput(blob) 
 
5) Extract the Bounding Box and Drawing the Box For Each Detected Object 
For i in range(numDetections): 
box->boxes [0,0,i] 
mask->mask[i] 
left->int(frameW*box[3]) 
top->int(frameH*box[4]) 
right->int(frameW*box[5] 
bottom->int(frameH*box[6]) 
cv2.rectangle(frame,(startX,startY),(endX,endY),color,2) 

 
VIII. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS 

A. Detection of Weapons Using Mobile-Net SSD Algorithm 
Below figure 7 illustrates the system will detect the object from the grabbed image using the Mobile-Net SSD Model. The main goal 
is to identify the weapons. It checks whether the person was holding a weapon or not. If yes, the Raspberry Pi module will send a 
warning email message to registered users using SMTP (Simple Mail Transfer Protocol), and then the user will receive an email 
message. Users can give the information to cops, who will then apprehend the suspects before any accidents occur. 

 
Figure 7. Weapon detected in the scene 

 
As shown below in figure 8 A person is holding a weapon, the Raspberry Pi module will take the image and send an alert mail 
message using SMTP protocol to the registered user. Not only guns, the rest of the weapon also will detect the machine like 
missiles, knifes, blades etc. At same time the system will detect the objects in live broadcasting and trained images or manually 
labelled images or normally captured images. 
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Figure 8. Person holding a weapon 

 

 
Figure 9 Detection of Missiles 

 

 
Figure 10 Detection of a Knife 
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B. Multiple Objects Detected in Single Shot 
The system will detect in a single shot within the image what is inside the image first, compress the image, and offer the system will 
give the estimated accuracy of each object like Car- 89.59%, Wheel- 85.5%, Truck-83.21%, Person-95.26% and Motorbike-92.35% 
as illustrated in figures 11 and 12. 

 
Figure 11 Detection of Multiple Objects in Single Shot 

 

 
Figure 12 Detection of Multiple Objects in Single Shot 

 
C. Training, Validation Accuracy, and Training, Validation Loss: Plotting Graph 
When training and validating datasets to construct a model, the graph shows that the blue line represents training accuracy and the 
orange line represents dataset validation accuracy. When displaying the graph with different epochs, the process will lose functions, 
accuracy, validation loss, and validation accuracy. When running more epochs, the loss function decreases and the epochs grow. 
The Mobile-Net SSD model gets better at training datasets and validation datasets. The training and validation losses are reduced by 
running epochs and the Mobile-Net SSD model fits for each visualisation data and delivers improved accuracy for each dataset. The 
x-axis represents epochs and the y-axis represents the loss function, now compiling the entered epochs. Here, observe how the 
plotted line is increasing and decreasing in the graph.  
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A brief explanation of plotted lines, whenever training loss decreases as well as training accuracy increases, in the same way, 
validation loss will decrease as well as validation accuracy will increase, as shown below in figure 13. 

 
Figure 13 Training and Validation Accuracy 

 
Tabel-1: Performance Analysis: Mobile-Net SSD Algorithm 

Weapon or Image 
object 

Average Accuracy Speed Weapon or Object 
Detection  

Classification 

Weapon or gun 91.25% 0.66 Yes Yes 

Missile 75.26% 0.59 Yes Yes 

Knife 72.69% 0.49 Yes  No 

Person 95.26% 0.25 Yes  Yes 

Car 92.14% 0.39 Yes  No 

Motorbike 70.48% 0.53 Yes No 

 
IX. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE SCOPE 

In everyday life, technology is essential to human existence. That's why, in this process, the machine achieved some basic 
functionalities, such as live broadcasting, object detection, and weapon detection, with the help of a raspberry pi module for 
detecting real-time objects. Whenever a weapon is detected on the scene, the SMTP (Simple Mail Transfer Protocol) server sends an 
alert email message to registered users. For weapon detection using predetermined algorithms in this project, users may simply 
identify the suspect before an accident occurs. The Mobile-Net SSD model for weapon and object detection is simulated using pre-
labeled and self-created images. Although SSD approaches are economical and offer excellent results, they require a trade-off 
between speed and accuracy when used in real time. The SSD approach is faster in terms of performance, coming in at 0.173 
seconds per frame. When compared to SSD, the faster RCNN has a frame rate of 1.606 seconds per frame, which is extremely slow. 
SSD has a precision of 75.3 percent on average, whereas YOLO has a precision of 74.5 percent and Faster RCNN has a precision of 
73.2 percent on average. 
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A. Future Scope 
With the advent of techniques to add the Pan Tilt Zoom camera for 360-degree view and object detection, using an optical lens to 
zoom in on any object for better resolution. The detection of bombs and bullets. Identify underground water levels using the 
Raspberry Pi module (under the depth of 170m). 
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